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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Frank Cassidy
Welcome to the September issue of Interface.
We had our board meeting on August 27 and 28th in Orlando at the IOG
facilities. Thank you Marilyn for the arrangements- not only were they
perfect for the meeting, but they saved F.A.C.E. a lot of money in that the
accommodations were half of the regular hotel price, and the meeting
room was at no charge.
Your Board worked hard over that weekend to first revise and update the
strategic plan. This will insure F.A.C.E. continues to move in a positive
direction with purpose and vision. And second, to put the plan into action
through the Board meeting and reports from the committees. I have
included a copy of the strategic plan in this issue for you all to see what
we are dedicated to providing to you, the membership. Take particular
note of our dedication to professional training, working hard towards
State certification and providing benefits to the membership. We are
working on streamlining the single fee renewal process and building
relationships with other agencies, associations and stakeholders to make
sure the value of our work is recognized and appreciated.
One of my goals this year is to bring the Board meetings to the
membership. Our next Board meeting will be December 3 and 4 and we
will be coming to southeast Florida. If you are in that area, call me to
help find a meeting place and accommodations. In addition, we would
love to see a huge turnout of code enforcement personnel in the area for
networking, team building and thought exchange.
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Your committees have been hard at work. The program committee is starting to put their plan
together for next year’s training and education conference. They will be including the successful
changes from the last conference while incorporating others to continue to provide a professional,
valuable experience for everyone.
The Membership Committee continues to reach out to those areas that are working on establishing
regional associations; exploring increased membership benefits and incentives; and reformatting the
INTERFACE to provide better information and be used more effectively as a training tool.
The Education/Certification Committee will be working on revamping the Administrative Aspects of
Code Enforcement (Level II) course this year. They will be exploring all options from section rewrites
to a total rewrite including opportunities to have more code enforcement officials teaching more
sections.
The Legislative Committee produced manuals for all Board members that include budgets, policies
and procedures from past boards, the strategic plan, and historical information that will prove effective
at maintaining consistency and effectiveness of the board. They are working on state certification by
establishing relationships with legislators and lobbyists to take on the challenge. They are dedicated
to getting this job done. They will continue to be on watch for legislation that has the potential of
affecting code enforcement- from tax changes to TABOR, liens to fines, and everything in between.
And finally, a special report was presented by Shawn O’Rourke. His report outlined the single fee
renewal process that received unanimous support from the Board and should be close to completion
by the next Board meeting. He also updated us on the Florida League of Cities conference where
F.A.C.E. had a booth. Shawn was quick to point out how many attendees came to our booth and said
how valuable code enforcement is and how we need to continue to work together to enhance our
cause.
All in all, we are excited about the possibilities and opportunities we have for this year, while we
approach with caution and compassion given the economic situations and challenges we are all
facing. We recognize we are only as strong as our membership and we continue to be dedicated to
you all. In order to make this work, we need you, our members to get more involved.
If you have questions, let me know and I will do my best to provide the answers.
As always, I encourage and solicit any and all feedback on training and the F.A.C.E. courses- training
is the back bone of F.A.C.E., so we all need to be involved. Please contact me with suggestions,
questions, ideas, and feedback- thank you!
Keep training and be safe!
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NEWS FROM THE BOARD
1ST VICE PRESIDENT

Mark Caskie

Are you as excited about next year’s annual
meeting and training seminar as I am? Well
I’m so excited that in the last INTERFACE I
gave you the wrong dates and we would be a
week early. Please check your calendar and
show up on the right dates, that is, June 21-24,
2011.
Now that you have the right dates you may
notice that there has been a slight shift to the
days. Next year we will start on Tuesday
afternoon and end on Friday morning. This
represents a planned shift to end the overtime
issue that attendance on Saturday created. To
some that have been around for many years
this will be a complete circle and a return to
how F.A.C.E. started. We do look at what
people ask for in the critiques and respond
when we can to make this event even better.
My committee will continue to look through
your suggestions and make appropriate
changes. We will be looking for ways to make
use of efficiencies and reduce costs if possible.
We will plan to get specifics out in early spring
so you can finalize your plans to attend.
If anyone has suggestions for next year’s
programs please send me an e-mail,
fvpresident@face-online.org . I need to know
what you liked, disliked, or would like to see in
the future. All suggestions will be reviewed.
At our Board of Directors meeting last month, I
was encouraged by the special committee
report, chaired by Past President Shawn
O’Rourke, on the member dues and
recertification single fee issue. I am confident
the details will get worked out and we can
resolve this and end the confusion that many
members have complained about for years. It
sounds easy, but is complex and it is important
that we fix this right so we have a smooth
transition and in the end it is workable for our
partners at the IOG and clear to the
membership. I think we are on track to have
an efficient and understandable system.
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For many, September represents final changes
to County and Municipal budgets. This year
has been hard for many and some of our
coworkers unfortunately may be finding new
careers. We hope most of you and your
departments survive the budget axe. For
those left, there will be the stress of finding
time to work all the cases and perform all those
inspection requests. ―More with less‖ has a
breaking point and once all your efficiencies
have been implemented, some things just
won’t get done. Some citizens may not be
happy that things are missed or may take
longer.
One key is not to take things
personally. Also remain positive; it can be
contagious. Seek out and practice good stress
management principles. Leave work at work
and recharge with family and friends.
Many tell me that people seem to be angrier
lately. My personal opinion is that election
campaigns can stir the pot and this cycle
seems to be just that, Stirred up! So take a
deep breath and get through November 2nd.
Once the media stops telling everyone how
bad our government leaders are I predict
attitudes will return to normal for the majority.
Let’s hope I’m right.
Be safe and continue to do the good work that
you do every day. Thanks for the opportunity
to serve you, the membership.

TREASURER
James Acosta
The financial status of FACE to date is very
good. Our accounts’ totals as of 07-31-10 are:
Operating Account (Checking) –
$ 120,722.02; Scholarship account (Savings) $3,780.49; Reserve Account (Savings) - $
5,232.05
Evaluating the difference between Income
and Spending
When you calculate the ―difference‖ between
total estimated monthly income and total
estimated monthly spending, you will come up
with either a positive or negative number.
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A positive number means that
you have more income than you
spend each month. Good Work.
You might consider paying off
your debts more quickly and/or
putting aside more money
toward your financial goals.
A negative number means that
you spend more than you make.
You are going into debt. This
number is the amount of money
you need to cut from your
spending each month. If it is a
serious difference, you might
consider ways to increase your
income until you can get your
spending under control.

If your spending is greater than your income,
or if you would like to increase the difference
between your income and spending, there are
two options—reduce your spending or increase
your income. Think of ways to do both and
write them down. Put them where you can see
them every day, like on the refrigerator or
mirror in your bathroom.
To decrease the amount you are spending,
consider your different types of expenses.
Expenses can be put into three basic
categories:
1. Fixed expenses are monthly costs that
do not change much (unless you
specifically change circumstances,
such as move to a less expensive
apartment):
 rent/mortgage payments
 car payments
 loans
2. Flexible expenses are monthly costs
that you control:
 groceries
 long-distant telephone bill/cell
phone bill
 utilities
 gas
 car maintenance
 credit card payments
 savings
3. Luxury expenses are monthly costs
that you choose:
 new clothes
 going out to eat
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entertainment
gifts

If you need to decrease your monthly
spending, you will first want to look at lowering
your flexible and luxury expenses.
It may help to ask yourself the following
questions:
 What are your biggest
expenses? How might you
decrease them?
 What do you purchase in the
―luxury‖ expenses category?
Are these purchases less
important than your short-term
savings goals? If so, then you
may want to consider not
spending the money.
If you are not satisfied with the difference
between your expenses and income, and you
cannot figure out how to create savings,
consider calling a local credit counseling
organization. A credit counselor can help you
with your personal situation and identify steps
you can take to move toward your goals.
The difference between your income and
spending is money you can save. Develop
three categories of savings goals. Set money
aside in three kinds of funds to help you meet
different savings goals:
1.

2.

3.

Emergency reserve goal. Put
money aside for an emergency. Try
to put aside two months’ living
expenses. Avoid using this money.
Short-term goals. Put money into
an account and withdraw money as
you are able to afford your goals.
You should be able to reach your
short-term goals after a few weeks
or months of consistent savings.
Long-term goals. Money you
invest or set aside for a larger
purchase. It may take a few years
of consistent saving to reach your
long-term goals.
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SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Debbi Leigh
There is not a lot to update on legislative
issues when the Legislation is not in session;
however, I did want to let you know the
Legislation and Judicial Committee had a very
productive first meeting.
The following
members have volunteered their time for this
committee: Jim Orioles, City of Oviedo, Danny
Thompson, City of Lakeland, Tom Gravagna,
Charlotte County, Sandra Caslow, Lake City,
Mike Donovan, City of Palm Coast, and Sam
Sullivan, City of Gainesville. Thank you to all
of them!
The committee reviewed the current By-Laws
for grammatical correction, and the necessary
changes will be made. A policy for suspension
and/or revocation of membership based on
certain criteria was created and the Board of
Directors adopted the recommendations from
the committee. These new guidelines will be
posted on the website under the Members
Only section shortly.
The issue of state recognition was discussed
at length and it was highly recommended to
the Board that a lobbyist be hired to assist
F.A.C.E. with this endeavor.
The Board
agreed and directed the committee to bring
some proposals back for consideration.
The committee will be working on these and
several other issues, and will report on the
progress in the next INTERFACE. If you have
any questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to contact me at sgtatarms@faceonline.org.

PAST PRESIDENT
Terry Suggs
While sitting in church this past Sunday and
listening - not singing (everyone knows from
the talent show a few years back that I cannot
sing) to the hymn ―This is My Story - This is My
Song,‖ a revelation came over me. This is
exactly what we need to be practicing in both
our personal lives and our professional lives,
especially during these drastic budget cuts and
economically depressed times. I know this is
not any earth shattering revelation, but the
words inspired me to consider how we need to
be singing our own praises - the praises of
what it means to have professional and
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educated code enforcement officers serving
the leadership of our respected cities and
counties. We need to emphasize the positive
impacts that code compliance has on our
neighborhoods, the positive effects that code
compliance has on property values, and the
quality of life that is provided to our citizens
through professional and judicious code
compliance. F.A.C.E provides the essential
training,
education
and
technical
advancements in code compliance techniques
that are more essential now than ever before
given the increasing foreclosure rate,
abandoned properties and environmental
concerns.
Our association understands the difficulty that
many are having in regards to attaining the
necessary CEH’s to maintain your hard earned
certifications. In response to your needs, the
F.A.C.E. Board of Directors and the Institutes
of Government agreed in principle to a revenue
sharing agreement that will provide an
increase to our annual educational/training
budget line.
This revenue source will in
essence assist more of our membership that is
struggling to attain the required 16 hours of
continuing education due to fiscal constraints
we each have to work through in order to stay
certified.
In August, Past President Shawn O’Rourke
and I attended the Florida League of Cities
(FLC) conference on behalf of our association.
What we got in return was a statewide
collective thank you from many of our elected
council members, mayors and city managers
for our continued support and willingness to be
in the forefront and assist on many issues that
each has faced in the respective jurisdictions.
One particular council member from Lake
Worth skipped his lunch break to sit and
discuss one on one how elected city officials
might assist F.A.C.E. in attaining state
recognition for our certification program.
The FLC has requested our help in educating
our members and our legislators of the
negative
consequences
that
possible
legislation, taxpayer’s bill of rights (TABOR)
will have on our communities and our state as
a whole. Our Sergeant-at-Arms, Debbi Leigh,
is working with the League of cities on this joint
effort.
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Folks, ―This is Our Story - This is Our Song.‖ It
is time that we step up to microphone and belt
out the chorus to ensure that those who may
not fully grasp the significance of what we
provide to our communities and to our citizens
can hear us. Our association is strong. Our

association is professional. Our association is
dedicated to its membership. These qualities
will continue to allow F.A.C.E. to prosper
through these complex times.

FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF CODE ENFORCEMENT
STRATEGIC PLAN
2010 -2011
VISION
The Florida Association of Code Enforcement is the premier organization devoted to providing
exceptional, cutting-edge training for code enforcement professionals. We promote the safety,
interests, and status of code enforcement personnel throughout the state.

ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES
We value professionalism. We believe in exhibiting a professional attitude at all times while
performing our duties without bias and with a commitment to our organization, communities, and our
profession.
We value our communities. We believe in providing the highest level of public service ensuring
everyone’s health, safety, and welfare throughout the state.
We value accountability. We believe in the careful stewardship of our educational, human, and fiscal
resources with complete openness and responsiveness to the membership.
We value ethical practices. We believe ethical practices include honesty, integrity and respect. By
adhering to these qualities, we instill confidence and trust in the organization.

We value diversity. We believe in sharing ideas, thoughts, and cultures as we face our challenges by
working together in harmony.
MISSION
The mission of the Florida Association of Code Enforcement is to promote and advance the practice of
code enforcement through education and certification; to further the interests of the profession through
advocacy; and to promote fellowship and understanding among our members.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
GOAL – MEMBERSHIP
To increase the value of membership in F.A.C.E. To attract, retain, and involve members
through effective marketing
Objectives
Tier Two
(5) Streamline fees and renewals – Shawn O’Rourke
(4) Explore and implement additional benefits for members – Hector Garcia
Other
(2) Support existing chapters and create new chapters
Improve the quality of the INTERFACE
Establish regular line of communication with chapter presidents
Continue Board members attendance at chapter meetings

GOAL – EDUCATION AND TRAINING
To provide a quality education and certification program for code enforcement officers in
Florida
Objectives
Tier One
(6) Explore alternative methods for delivery of F.A.C.E. training (levels and CEHs)
Jim Dehne
Other
(2) Complete the review and update of Administrative Aspects of Code Enforcement (Level II)
Continue Trainer Mentoring program
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GOAL - TECHNOLOGY
To embrace and implement new technologies to advance the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Florida Association of Code Enforcement
Objectives
Other
(3) Explore use of social media
(1) Revise and update the website
(1) Encourage member use of website
Identify existing resources and availability and establish policies and processes for
using (go-to-meeting, video conferencing, e-mail use, etc.)
GOAL – FISCAL
To ensure the Florida Association of Code Enforcement’s fiscal integrity now and in the future
Objectives
Tier Two
(5) Explore and implement a unified fee system – James Acosta

Other
(2) Continue to identify potential new revenue sources
(1) Identify efficiencies to reduce costs
GOAL – IMAGE AND RELATIONSHIPS
To portray a positive image and maintain open, professional relationships with all our
stakeholders
Objectives
Tier One
(7) Build and maintain positive relationships with affiliated entities (IOG, PTI, FLC, FAC, etc.) –
Terry Suggs
Tier Two
(5) Take an active role in other professional conferences – Frank Cassidy
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GOAL – WELL FUNCTIONING BOARD
To maintain a well functioning Board with effective policies, open dialogue of diverse ideas, and
active participation by all the members
Objectives
Other
(2) Conduct a minimum of one training/team building per year
Be prepared for board meetings
Continue strategic planning process annually
GOAL – ADVOCACY
To continue to take a leadership role in pursuing legislation and other actions that promotes the
organization and the profession of code enforcement
Objectives
Tier One
(7) Continue to pursue state recognition of FACE Certification – Debbi Leigh
Objectives
Other
(3) Monitor and take action on legislative issues that affect code enforcement (TABOR, etc.)

PRIORITY OBJECTIVES
Tier One
(7) Build and maintain positive relationships with affiliated entities (IOG, PTI, FLC, FAC, etc.) –
Terry Suggs
(7) Continue to pursue state recognition of FACE Certification – Debbi Leigh
(6) Explore alternative methods for delivery of F.A.C.E. training (levels and CEHs)
Jim Dehne
Tier Two
(5) Streamline fees and renewals – Shawn O’Rourke
(5) Explore and implement a unified fee system – James Acosta
(5) Take an active role in other professional conferences – Frank Cassidy
(4) Explore and implement additional benefits for members – Hector Garcia
INTERFACE September 2010
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CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
FEE SCHEDULE
Class hours
Exams




Legal Issue Paper



$12/hour, members; $15/hour, non-members
$75, members; $110, non-members (also for payments
received past the deadline); at PTI: $115
$60, members; $75, non-members

The Florida Association of Code Enforcement has established five levels of certification for individuals working
in the field of Code Enforcement in Florida, which include:
• Fundamentals of Code Enforcement (Level I) 40 hours of classes and passage of examination
• Administrative Aspects of Code Enforcement (Level II) 40 hours of classes and passage of examination
• Legal Issues in Code Enforcement (Level III) 36 hours of classes and passage of examination
• Officer Safety and Field Applications (Level IV) 30 hours of classes and passage of examination
• Code Enforcement Professional (CEP)
Requires three years employment in Code Enforcement, certification in Fundamentals (I), Administrative
Aspects (II), and Legal Aspects (III), and writing and passing of an approved legal issue research paper (5 hours
CEH credit given.)

CLASSES, CONTACTS, EXAMS
FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
Ft. Lauderdale, Sue Dean, 561.297.3749

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Orlando, Susan Pruchnicki, 407.882.3960

www.fau.edu/fiog

Exam

Fundamentals of Code Enforcement
October 25-29, 2010
9:00 – 11:00 AM October 30, 2010

Administrative Aspects of Code Enforcement
November 15-19, 2010
Exam
9:00 – 11:00 AM November 20, 2010

FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY
Fort Myers, Joanne Hartke, 239.425.3273

www.iog.ucf.edu/face.html

Exam

Administrative Aspects of Code Enforcement
November 15-19, 2010
Exam
10:00 – 12:00 Noon November 20, 2010

Exam

Officer Safety & Field Applications
December 6-9, 2010
3:30 – 5:30 PM December 9, 2010
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Tampa, Kevin Wagner, 813.974.1317

www.fgcu.edu/iog
Exam

Fundamentals of Code Enforcement
October 4-8, 2010
10:00 – 12:00 Noon October 9, 2010

Fundamentals of Code Enforcement
November 1-5, 2010
10:00 – 12:00 Noon November 6, 2010

www.fiog.usf.edu

Exam

Fundamentals of Code Enforcement
October 11-15, 2010
9:00 – 11:00 AM October 16, 2010

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tallahassee, Amy Brewer, 850.487.1870

www.iog.fsu.edu
NO CLASSES SCHEDULED AT THIS TIME
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NEWS FROM THE CHAPTERS
This section of the INTERFACE is dedicated to the local chapters within the Florida
Association of Code Enforcement.

Hector Garcia, 3rd Vice President, extends an invitation

to each chapter president to contact him with any chapter news.

Code Enforcement Officer Association of Palm Beach County (CEOAPBC) Chapter meetings are
held
the
4th
Tuesday
of
each
month.
Please
contact
Shenoy
Raghuraj
561-233-5522 sraghura@pbcgov.org for more information.
Northeast Association of Code Enforcement (NEACE) Contact Jeanne Chandler at 352-338-3233
or jchandler@alachuacounty.us for information on upcoming meetings.
Tampa Bay Association of Code Enforcement (TBACE) Hello to all from Tampa Bay! We are very
excited about the rise in TBACE membership. The training sessions have been very interesting and
helpful, leading to a growth in attendance. Please remember to become a TBACE member is still only
$10 a year. This includes 6 training sessions a year, from which F.A.C.E. continuing education hours
are earned. Take care and be safe out there. Carolyn Carrasquillo, Code Enforcement Officer,
TBACE President
Gold Coast Association of Code Enforcement (GCACE) Our organization meets monthly in
different cities in Broward and Dade County. We are over 250 strong, and growing. We welcome our
newcomers and associate members. We have great speakers and earn our CEH’s required to keep
up our certification. Even through the rough economy, we come together in expectation of what our
world in code will bring next and how we face it together. The networking with each other and sharing
of information is vital to our jobs. For more information. Contact Pat Uber – President Gold Coast
Association. (954)344-5955 puber@coralsprings.org
Treasure Coast Association of Code Enforcement (TCACE) The Treasure Coast Association of
Code Enforcement meetings have been suspended until further notice. Contact Dennis Bunt, St.
Lucie County, at buntd@stlucieco.gov. for further information.
Polk Association of Code Enforcement (PACE) Contact Don Corder at
don.corder@lakelandgov.net for meeting information.
Southwest Association of Code Enforcement (SWACE) Southwest Association of Code
Enforcement (SWACE) If you would like information concerning any training or chapter meetings,
please contact me at Rhonda.Leonard@charlottefl.com or call (941)623-1001.
Central Florida Code Enforcement Association (CFCEA) The next CFCEA meeting will be held in
Deltona on October 8th. The Chapter will provide lunch, so be sure to be there by 11:30 for pizza and
subs. This is our Annual Business meeting where elections for the next Board of Directors will be
held. All members will be eligible for the door prize and 50/50 tickets will be sold. Members will also
receive 2 tickets for the drawing at a future meeting for a full scholarship to next year’s F.A.C.E.
conference. Hope to see all of you there! Contact Hector Garcia at Hgarcia1135@aol.com for
information.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING WHO HAVE PASSED THE EXAM AND ARE
NOW CERTIFIED IN FUNDAMENTALS OF CODE ENFORCEMENT (Level I): Elizabeth
Baker, Spencer Bowens, Daniel DeValk, Fernando Exposito, Mario Guervara, Steven Holder,
Clearvens Jean-Baptiste, Veronica Lankford, Loretta Major, Cathy Murphy, Kenneth Pieslak,
Lyndon Reinwald, Fred Rodgers, Joel Rodriguez-Fito, Herrick Rowan, Benjamin Sens, John
Schwarz, Al Vega, John Walker, Kenthia White, Arif Wulf

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING WHO HAVE PASSED THE EXAM AND ARE
NOW CERTIFIED IN ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF CODE ENFORCEMENT (Level II):
Lynn Duvall

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING WHO HAVE PASSED THE EXAM AND ARE
NOW CERTIFIED IN LEGAL ISSUES IN CODE ENFORCEMENT (Level III): Luney
Guillaume, Michael Mila
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING WHO HAVE PASSED THE EXAM AND ARE
NOW CERTIFIED IN OFFICER SAFETY & FIELD APPLICATIONS (Level IV): Michael
Bethel, Julius Dent, Dean Fowler, Karl Hayman, Kevin May, Joseph O’Geen, Darrell
Purchase
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RECERTIFICATION
Re-certification was due for the following by July 1, 2010. There is an extension until January 1, 2011
with the penalty fee. To be recertified the individuals listed below must: (1) take 16 hours of continuing
education, (2) return the affidavit if necessary, (on page 13, and (3) pay a late recertification fee, otherwise they
will lose their most recent level of certification on JANUARY 1, 2011.
Adderly, Andrea
Alberro, Abelardo
Alvarez, S. Madeleine
Amerson, Philip
Anderson, Anishka
Andre, Richard
Arnold, Michelle
Arthur, Kenneth
Ausley, T. Dwayne*
Banks, William
Clark, Robin*
Boscaglia, Joe
Burden, Randy
Burdett, Annamarie
Burdett, Brian
Burdine, Karen
Burlinson, Fritz
Butler, Cassandra
Cameron, Suzette
Carmichael, Lisa
Carter, Brad
Childers, Ruby
Ciccione, Sue
Cliff, Ronald*
Coloe, Michael
Conklin, Edward
Cooper, Ernie
Crabtree, Dave
Croce, Mike
D’Amico, ToniAnn
Davis, Joseph
Del Rosario, Annie
Diaz, Lisandro
Donovan, Sean
Drost, Michael
England, James C.
Fairholm, Deborah
Fieler, Teresa
Fisher, Gary
Forbes, Helena
Fraticelli, Carlos*
Gabriel, Dawud
Galvez, Rafael
Garcia, Alexander
Grayer, Terrance
Guzman, Glen*
Harrell, Sandra
Henderson, Gene
Hendley, Mahlon
Hill, Dana
Howard, Doug
Hunter, Randal*
Jackson, Sean
Jewell, Tracey
Johnson, Leon (Rusty)
Jones, Cynthia*
Kas, Don*
Kearns, David
Kincannon, Clint*

LaPorta, Vincent*
Lewis, Don
Lippek, Robert
Lyon, Jay
Maddox, Richard*
Malchow, Robert
Marsh, John
Martinez, Angelica
Massing, Ted
McAlinden, Michelle
McCullough, Leann
McLean, Carlton*
Medio, Carlos*
Mesa, Ida*
Millender-Dempsey, Courtney
Montes, Eduardo
Muniz, Pablo
Murkerson, Darrel*
Murray, Maurice **
Nieto, Arley
Nipp, David*
Norris, Gordon
Oberstein, Robert
Ortiz, William
Osborn, Diana
Pappas, Peter
Parris, Glenda
Peebles, Patricia
Peon, Ramon
Peterson, Josh
Phillips, Tonya*
Pino, Mary
Point du Jour, Hejbert
Poliseno, Charles
Pulvermuller, Karl
Pye, Janice
Quetant, Came Suze
Ramos, Frank
Revah, Frederic
Richter, Kurt
Robinson, Donald E.
Rodriguez, Hector
Rodriguez, Michael
Rodriguez, Yfrahin
Roy, Joe
Sanchez, Jose (Wellington)
Sanderson, Melody*
Sanguinetti, Michael
Santa, Herman
Schulze, Jr., Charles
Sierra, Daniel
Silva, Roberto
Sly, Sandra
Smith, Lawrence*
Sneed, Henry
Storm, Michael
Swan, Kevin*
Sweeting, Angela
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Tetter, Sarah
Teubert, Toni
Thompson, Timothy
Tucker, Alfred
Turnbull, Tommy
Ventura, Wilbert
Weaver, James (Steve)
Westerman, Luann
Williams, Jerry
Williams, Kimberly*
Willis, Dan
Windsor, Kathleen
Winters, Robyn*
Wolfe, George
Wright, Jeanette
Zavacky, Ramona

CHECK THIS LIST
CAREFULLY.
IS YOUR NAME
HERE?
SOMEONE YOU
KNOW?
SEND IN YOUR
AFFIDAVIT (IF
REQUIRED) & LATE
FEE NOW!

If your name is in
bold print with an
asterisk (*) next to
it, you have the
required hours on
file and need only
pay the late fee
prior to 12.31.10
to be recertified.

**OWES LATE FEE ONLY
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AFFIDAVIT OF COMPLETION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
The information requested on this form is in accordance with the Florida Association of Code Enforcement (F.A.C.E.) policy
governing continuing education requirements for maintenance of F.A.C.E. certification. Sixteen hours of continuing
education courses must be completed every two years following initial certification (in any/all certifications offered) and
every two years thereafter in order to remain certified. Falsifying or fraudulently representing completion of continuing
education requirements in order to renew a certificate shall result in revocation of your most recently earned level of
certification.
Name

Jurisdiction_________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip __________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone

FAX ______________________________________

E-mail address
Course(s) attended: name, location, date, time _______________________________________________________

I swear or affirm that the information contained in this affidavit is correct to the best of my knowledge and that I
have fully complied with the continuing education provisions of the Florida Association of Code Enforcement.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Please sign on line above
Date
Return with $15 member/$20 non-member or $65 member/$75 non-member if after due date. Make check payable to
University of Central Florida and send to: IOG, University of Central Florida, 12443 Research Pkwy., #402., Orlando,
FL 32826

F.A.C.E. OFFICERS 2010 - 2011

web page address is www.face-online.org
PRESIDENT
Frank Cassidy
City of Cape Coral
239.574.0684
FAX 239.574.0611

2ND VICE PRESIDENT
Jim Dehne
City of Lakeland
863.834.3357
FAX 863.834.6266

TREASURER
James Acosta
St. Johns County
904.209.0734
FAX 904.209.0691

SGT-AT-ARMS
Deborah Leigh
Seminole County
407.665.1487
FAX 407.665.1474

fcassidy@capecoral.net

jim.dehne@lakelandgov.net

jacosta@sjcfl.us

dleigh@seminolesheriff.org

1ST VICE PRESIDENT
Mark Caskie
City of Brooksville
352.540.3810
FAX 352.754.4491

3RD VICE PRESIDENT
Hector Garcia
City of Deltona
386.878.8722
FAX 386.789.7237

SECRETARY
Lori Mobley
City of Dania Beach

PAST PRESIDENT
Terry Suggs
Alachua County
352.338.3233
FAX 352.491.4680

mcaskie@cityofbrooksville.us

hgarcia1135@aol.com

flcodegirl@yahoo.com

tks@alachuacounty.us
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